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WHAT IS KOMOVERSE?

KOMOVERSE NFTs

As one of the very first NFT-driven gaming
platforms built on the Solana blockchain, Komoverse
aims to revolutionize the gaming industry, firstly in
Southeast Asia and then globally. Users can truly own
NFT collectibles and have access to the P2E (Play-toEarn) game within the world of Komodo Metaverse.
Komoverse is a PvP (Player versus Player) strategy turn
based auto-battle game in which players strategize
their character’s moves on a chessboard according
to their attributes based on randomly selected cards
that are given to them. Players will then receive XP
(Experience Points) after battling and they could
then get daily rewards according to their respective
rankings on the daily leaderboard.
Other than battling on the chessboard, players
can also collect and breed their NFT collectibles.
Komoverse presents a premier opportunity for you to
adopt these rare collectibles and be rewarded for your
skill and playtime while also utilizing the power of
decentralized ownership that blockchain technology
delivers. Once you acquire a Komoverse NFT, it is 100%
owned by you and no other identical NFT can be
duplicated or imitated by any other party.

VISION
To lead the P2E Blockchain Gaming industry while
providing positive and sustainable social impact.

MISSION
To create an optimal gaming ecosystem with
entertaining gameplay and a robust rewards system.
To generate an alternative source of income for
the aspiring middle classes.
To support protected areas and underserved
communities through social missions.

TOKEN SALE
Pre Sale		
: ETA Q4 2022
Public Sale : TBD

TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY
1,000,000,000 TOKENS
Token Format: Wormhole BSC Token
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